Impact of a Wellness Portal on the Delivery of Patient-Centered Preventive Care
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Background: The objective of this study was to determine the impact of the Wellness Portal—a novel, web-based patient portal that focuses on wellness, prevention, and longitudinal health—on the delivery of patient-centered preventive care by examining the behavior and experiences of both patients and primary care clinicians and the degree to which recommended services were individualized and provided.

Methods: We conducted a 3-year, systematic portal development and testing study, which included a 6-month feasibility and acceptability pilot in 2 primary care practices followed by a 12-month cluster randomized controlled trial in 8 clinician practices (4 in each study group). Descriptive and bivariate analyses were conducted to compare service delivery between intervention and control arms.

Results: Ninety percent of patients in the pilot study found the portal easy to use, 83% found it to be a valuable resource, and 80% said that it facilitated their participation in their own care. The cluster randomized controlled trial included 422 adults 40 to 75 years of age and the parents of 116 children 2 to 5 years of age. Seventy three percent of patients used the portal during the study. Both patient activation (measured via the 13-item Patient Activation Measure) and participants’ perception of patient-centeredness of care (measured via the Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems instrument) increased significantly in the portal group compared with control (P = .0014 and P = .037, respectively). A greater proportion of portal users received all recommended preventive services (84.4% intervention vs 67.6% control; P < .0001); took low-dose aspirin, if indicated (78.6% intervention vs 52.3% control; P < .0001); and received Pneumovax because of chronic health conditions (82.5% vs 53.9%; P < .0001) and age (86.3% vs 44.6%; P < .0001), despite having fewer visits over the study period compared with those in the control group (average of 2.9 vs 4.3 visits; P < .0001). Children in the intervention group received 95.5% of all recommended immunizations compared with 87.2% in the control group (P = .044).

Conclusions: A comprehensive patient portal integrated into the regular process of primary care can increase the patient-centeredness of care, improve patient activation, enhance the delivery of both age- and risk factor–appropriate preventive services, and promote the utilization of web-based personal health records. (J Am Board Fam Med 2012;25:158–167.)
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As the number of recommended preventive services continues to increase, clinicians struggle to maintain a balance between immediate patient concerns and the time required to address prevention. Without effective and timely clinical decision sup-
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port integrated into a comprehensive care delivery approach (eg, the chronic care model) and without patient-centered tailoring of recommendations, primary care clinicians’ performance in this area is likely to go from suboptimal (40% to 60% rates of delivery of well-accepted preventive services)4,5 to unsatisfactory. Optimal delivery of primary, secondary, and tertiary preventive services increasingly will require sophisticated information processing6 and greater patient involvement.7 Despite the importance of patient-centered delivery approaches, however, limited information is available about the impact of integrated, patient-driven health information technology on the delivery of patient-centered, preventive care in primary care settings.

Building on our experience with a comprehensive preventive services registry and clinical decision support system we had developed and tested previously,6 the Preventive Services Reminder System (PSRS), we conducted a 3-year study to (1) develop, field test, and refine a web-based patient Wellness Portal linked to PSRS to facilitate patient-centered, preventive care in primary care practices; and (2) determine the impact of the Wellness Portal on the process of patient-centered preventive care by examining the behavior and experiences of both patients and providers and the degree to which recommended services were individualized and delivered. We expected that activated patients and transformed medical practices would be more likely to engage in proactive, patient-centered care and that this would result in more consistent delivery of appropriate preventive services to the right patients at the right times (see Figure 1).

**Methods**

**Development and Pilot Testing of the Wellness Portal**

We first assembled a Portal Advisory Committee, which included 3 clinicians, 2 office staff, and 6 patients. Based on input from 3 committee meetings, a prototype personal Wellness Portal website was developed over a 6-month period. The prototype design incorporated management of preventive services history, tracking of personal risk factors and preferences, and generation of a tailored wellness plan. The Advisory Committee suggested a set of additional capabilities that included tracking and charting vital signs and laboratory test results, history of medical encounters, a symptom diary, management of medication lists, an immunization record for children, secure messaging with practices, and generation of an interoperable personal health record in the continuity of care record format.

We incorporated and tested these features over a 6-month period in a convenience sample of two
practices in the Oklahoma Physicians Resource/Research Network where elements of a preventive care delivery system had already been implemented. Survey data on satisfaction with the Portal were analyzed to describe portal utility on four-point Likert scales. Open-ended questions were also analyzed to describe general impressions of the Wellness Portal use. Information regarding features that facilitated or hindered the improvement of preventive care and recommendations for further Portal enhancements were compiled.

**Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial**

Following pilot testing, eight Oklahoma Physicians Resource/Research Network clinicians practices were selected, recruited, and enrolled into a cluster randomized controlled trial (c-RCT). Pairs of clinician practices were matched on location and practice type (urban, suburban, or rural and solo, small, or midsize) and then randomized within pairs to intervention and control arms, as proposed by Imai et al. Selection criteria included clinician experience with the existing patient registry (PSRS), inclusion of both young children (age <6) and adults (age ≥50) in the patient panel, and no previous experience with the Wellness Portal.

Two of the intervention sites were small, rural physician practices in western and central Oklahoma (each included a male physician and a female nurse practitioner), whereas the other two represented a typical, medium-size, suburban family practice environment including several male physicians, a female nurse practitioner, and a physician assistant. Correspondingly, the control group consisted of a matched sample of small and medium-size rural and suburban practices in northeast, southwest and central Oklahoma, serving comparable patient populations in terms of demographics, socioeconomic status, and payer mix.

After practices were randomized, patients in each practice were notified about the availability of the study through handouts, flyers, and verbal communication. Interested patients were enrolled by a research assistant (RA) in the waiting room of the clinicians’ offices until 70 patients from each practice were recruited (N = 560). At the baseline visit, the RA asked patients to read and sign a patient consent form and complete baseline surveys. Patients were included in the study if they had been seen at least twice by the enrolled clinician in the last 12 months, were either children (≤6 years older) or between 40 and 75 years old (women) or 50 and 75 years old (men), could understand and respond in English, and had a basic level of computer skills that included the ability to navigate a standard, consumer-oriented web site, use the keyboard and the mouse to interact with a browser, and understand/respond to web content phrased at 8th grade level. A sample size of approximately 400 participants (50 patients per practice) gave us 80% power to detect differences between intervention and control groups. The CONSORT diagram of the Wellness Portal trial is shown in Figure 2.

**Implementation Support By Practice Enhancement Assistants**

Portal implementation was facilitated by practice enhancement assistants (PEAs; trained practice facilitators) in intervention practices during the entire study period. PEAs helped practices identify study participants, map the existing preventive care workflow, tailor portal implementation in the intervention arm, recruit patients, and support portal users with basic technical assistance. Typically, portal users received a link to the portal registration page via printed study materials or over e-mail. They could sign up for the portal from home, work, or another Internet-enabled location, including portal kiosks made available in the office. At the first log on, the portal would offer the following menu of options and resources: maintain demographics profile, update preventive services history, assess personal risk factors, review personalized wellness plan (recommendations), track and chart vitals and lab results, work on symptom diary, update medical encounters history, manage medication and problem list, and download a personal health record. Patients were also encouraged to print their wellness plan and discuss the plan with their doctor at their next office visit. Clinicians then worked with PEAs to implement systems in their practices to respond to preventive care recommendations (eg, improve their referral approach, incorporate health behavior counseling, and optimize coding for preventive services).

**Patient Surveys**

Patients were surveyed in their doctor’s office via a self-administered paper questionnaire at two time
Figure 2. CONSORT diagram of the Wellness Portal randomized controlled trial. *Participant did not complete or send the survey back to investigators and/or was unreachable. †Participant signed up as a spouse of another participant and this became evident to investigators only later.

Patient Experience and Patient-Centeredness of Care

To measure patient-centeredness of care, we adapted the Consumer Assessment of Health Care Providers and Systems (CAHPS) survey developed and validated by the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality ambulatory CAHPS Initiative.9 We created a composite score from CAHPS survey questions 1 to 8, plus 10 and 11 to measure the patient-centeredness of care as it relates to prevention. The 10 questions were coded as binary (yes/no) values describing patient–clinician interactions as they relate to preventive care: assisting patients to make changes in their health habits, helping patients to make changes, encouraging patients to address health concerns, healthy diet, physical activity, worry and stress, depression, pros and cons of care options, and clinician guidance for appropriate care choices. In addition to the patient-centeredness composite score, an item measuring patient perception of provider knowledge of the patient’s medical history was also included. Differ-
ences in composite patient-centeredness scores before and after intervention were calculated for each patient and the differences were compared between control and intervention groups.

**Patient Activation**

Patient activation was assessed using an adapted Patient Activation Measure (PAM) questionnaire. The shorter form of the PAM instrument included 13 items in 3 subscales, measuring patient knowledge, confidence, and skills that demonstrate self-efficacy. These measures allowed us to determine the distribution of patients within the four stages of activation identified by the PAM instrument.

**Patient Demographics and Health Status**

Patient age, sex, race/ethnicity, level of education, marital status, insurance coverage information, and employment status were collected via medical record reviews and baseline surveys. Patients’ baseline health status was determined by documenting chronic health conditions and the number and type of office visits during a 12-month period before and during the study. We used the patients’ comorbid conditions to calculate the Charlson comorbidity index as a measure of the severity of illness.

**Provision of Preventive Services**

Medical records of patients (paper and electronic) were reviewed in the practice to determine the number and type of selected preventive services received before and during the 12-month study period. We also documented the number and type of risk factors, contraindications, and personal care preferences that patients entered into the portal database. We used medical history to populate the PSRS risk engine that generated personalized preventive services recommendations based on the US Preventive Services Task Force, Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, and American Academy of Family Physicians guidelines.

**Preventive Care Delivery System**

We administered an adapted version of the Assessment of Chronic Illness Care survey in each participating clinician’s office before and after the study to evaluate the level and nature of practice system improvements, specific to the delivery of preventive services, made by clinicians and their staff. The Assessment of Chronic Illness Care addresses several chronic care model domains that include community linkages, organization of care delivery, self-management support, decision support, clinical information systems, activated patients, and prepared, proactive practice teams.

**Delivery of Appropriate Services At the Right Time**

We examined the delivery of preventive services under various conditions where recommendations differ based on individual patient risk factors. For example, pneumococcal vaccination is recommended for patients younger than 65 years old (2–64 years) if they have chronic cardiovascular disease, chronic pulmonary disease, or diabetes mellitus. In the absence of these chronic conditions, patients are usually eligible for pneumococcal vaccination at 65 years of age or older. Review of medical records and portal records allowed us to assess the individualization of recommendations as a result of patient input via the Wellness Portal and documentation of the patient’s risk profile. We created a binary variable to describe appropriate delivery of services. If the appropriate service was delivered at the right time, the variable was assigned the value of 1, whereas if a service should have been delivered and was not delivered, the variable was assigned the value of 0.

**Patient Utilization of the Wellness Portal**

We created two variables associated with portal use during the 12-month period: (1) a dichotomous variable where the value of “use” was assigned as 1 if the patient accessed the portal and reviewed his/her recommendations at least once; and (2) a continuous variable documenting the number of times patients have accessed the portal. Categorical variables were created to describe the type of information patients provided to clinicians through the portal that contributed to the individualization of the wellness plan. Utilization of the portal was tracked via electronic security logs that were automatically generated during each user session and contained detailed information about user behavior and information exchange between users and the portal database.

**Analytic Strategy**

We analyzed quantitative data with the help of SAS 9.1.3 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). All quantitative analyses were conducted in an intention-to-treat framework, adjusting for the clustering of patients within clinician practices. We conducted...
difference-in-differences analyses to determine the impact of the portal on the patient-centeredness of care. These analyses compared the magnitude of change in patient-centeredness scores between groups and time points. We also examined missed opportunities for care to gauge the impact of the portal on the delivery of preventive services. In this analysis, we compared the number of preventive services received per person between groups before and after the study using t tests, considering patient clustering.

**Results**

**Pilot Study Outcomes**

The age of pilot study participants (N = 30) ranged from 23 to 83 years (mean age, 41 years). Seventy-eight percent were women, 22% were from racial or ethnic minorities, and 80% had some college-level education. Preliminary survey feedback indicated that participants were generally satisfied with the portal. Approximately 90% found it easy to use, 83% found it to be a valuable resource, and 80% said that it facilitated their participation in their own care. Suggestions for further improvement of the portal included shortening drop-down menus, enhancing site navigation, improving the language of on-screen instructions, and expanding options for medication list management. Lessons learned from the pilot study helped us improve the portal website, the patient recruitment approach, and participant engagement.

**c-RCT Outcomes**

The characteristics of study groups at baseline and those patients who did not complete the trial are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The baseline survey was completed by 422 adults 40 to 75 years of age and parents of 116 children 2 to 5 years of age (N = 538). At the end of the study, 279 adults and parents of 105 children (n = 384) completed the follow-up surveys, representing 96% of the target sample size (n target = 400). Thus, the power of the study was maintained. Medical record information was collected for all participants.

**Utilization and Implementation of the Wellness Portal**

During the 12-month intervention period, 280 distinct users from intervention practices logged on to the portal in 576 sessions (an average of 2 sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sex, Racial, and Ethnic Distribution of Patients at Baseline in the Randomized Controlled Trial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, n (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Characteristics of Patients Enrolled in the Randomized Controlled Trial (n = 560) and Those Who Did Not Complete the Trial (n = 154) by Study Arm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority group (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school education (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average risk factors per patient (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active smokers (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive service coverage at baseline (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income &lt;$30,000 per year (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P < .0001 for value pairs between control and intervention groups.
per user). Beyond creating an account, logging in, and reviewing the website, 73% of patients used the portal in a meaningful fashion, completing at least one task (eg, entering preventive services, recording vital signs, or generating a wellness plan). Of these patients, about 12% used the portal twice, 10% used the site 3 to 5 times, and 5% were frequent users (6–25 times). One patient with chronic heart failure monitored his weight on a daily basis for a period of time (50+ user sessions). Factors associated with more frequent use included the presence of significant health conditions for which regular tracking of parameters was desirable; a higher level of interest in health, wellness, and the use of technology to improve health; and more computer/web experience.

During the course of the study, 128 patients entered 498 immunizations via the portal website, including 24 distinct vaccine doses for children (eg, 3 doses of Haemophilus influenzae type B vaccine and 2 doses of measles/mumps/rubella vaccine) and adults (influenza, Pneumococcus, and adult diphtheria-tetanus). Similarly, 117 patients documented 487 preventive services, including 23 distinct service types (eg, mammography, diabetes education, smoking counseling). In addition, 77 portal users recorded 173 personal risk factors, representing 15 risk categories (eg, tobacco use, having diabetes, riding a bike). This information helped clinicians determine and personalize a list of appropriate recommendations for preventive services for individual patients.

**Improvements in Preventive Services Delivery**

Bivariate analyses of medical record abstraction data that accounted for clustering of patients within clinician practices indicated that adult intervention group participants received 84.4% of all recommended preventive services, whereas in the control group only 67.6% of recommended services were provided during the study period ($P < .0001$). Similarly, adult intervention patients received 86.3% of recommended pneumococcal vaccinations, whereas control patients received only 44.6% ($P < .0001$). When 40- to 64-year-old patients with qualifying risk factors (eg, chronic conditions) were examined separately, 82.5% of intervention and 53.9% of control patients received a recommended pneumococcal immunization ($P < .0001$), corresponding to a more appropriate service delivery in response to an elevated risk of infection. Overall, children in the intervention group received 95.5% of recommended immunizations compared with 87.2% in the control group ($P = .044$). Immunization coverage for children was calculated as the number of doses received over all doses recommended at that particular age. Compared with the control group, a greater proportion of portal users had documentation of aspirin use (78.6% of the intervention group vs 52.3% of the control group; $P < .0001$). These differences were significant even though patients in the intervention group had fewer visits over the 12-month study period compared with those in the control group (average of 2.9 vs 4.3 visits; $P < .0001$). We performed a series of 2-way analysis of variance tests to examine potential interactions between time (before and after measurements) and study groups (control and intervention). However, analyses did not indicate significant interaction between time points and group affiliation.

At baseline there was no significant difference between control and intervention groups regarding the participants’ perceptions of the patient-centeredness of their care. A difference-in-differences analysis indicated that among the intervention group there was a 0.32-point increase in the composite patient-centeredness score (calculated as a sum of 10 CAHPS survey items 1 to 8 plus 10 and 11) after the portal intervention, whereas in the control group the composite score decreased by 0.43 points ($P = .037$).

We compared patient activation between the 2 arms of the study before and after the portal intervention using the PAM-13 questionnaire and adjusting for patient clustering. There was no difference in PAM scores at baseline between the 2 groups ($P = .44$). Nevertheless, PAM scores (that range typically from 38.6 to 53.0) indicated a modest but significant increase in patient activation in the portal intervention group compared with the control group at the end of the study (47 points vs 45 points; $P = .0014$). This suggests that more portal users transitioned from the second stage of activation (“confidence and knowledge to take action”) to the third stage (“taking action”) compared with those who did not use the portal.

**Missed Opportunities for Preventive Services**

At the beginning of the study, preventive service recommendations were calculated for all participants via the PSRS risk engine and based on medical history gleaned from medical record abstractions. At
baseline, the average number of preventive service recommendations was 8.67 (SD, 3.4) per patient in the control group and 8.61 (SD, 3.2) in the intervention group (no significant difference). At the end of the trial, 11.85 (SD, 5.2) preventive services were due per patient in the control group and 9.67 (SD, 3.8) in the intervention group, resulting in a significant difference in the number of unaddressed preventive services per patient ($P < 6 \times 10^{-7}$).

**Discussion**

Results of the Wellness Portal study suggest that a comprehensive and prevention-oriented patient portal integrated into the regular process of care delivery can increase the patient-centeredness of care, improve patient activation, enhance the delivery of both age and personal risk factor-dependent preventive services, and promote the utilization of web-based personal health records.

One of the difficulties in integrating the portal into practice processes was that the portal website was available for only a small subset of patients in each clinician practice. This created logistic barriers, such as difficulty remembering which patient received the intervention and/or putting a system in place to track patient assignments for the study. When asked about the impact of the portal on patient involvement, clinicians suggested that helping patients remember to follow-up on procedures or lab work via the portal would be very helpful to trigger more participation. Several clinicians suggested that making portal use a “homework assignment” for being seen regularly (e.g., via a yearly wellness visit) could also improve utilization.

Clinicians reported that the first version of the portal kiosk (a lectern-size kiosk in the waiting room) was too intimidating and conspicuous for private medical information and all supported replacing the kiosk with a small, wireless, touchscreen computer (e.g., a tablet PC or an iPad). Other clinicians identified habits as the major barrier given that most patients arrived with a specific problem to be addressed and did not want to address prevention, reinforcing the necessity of dedicated, annual wellness visits that recently became reimbursable under Medicare legislation.

The Wellness Portal had a clinically significant effect on the delivery of evidence-based preventive services. Outcomes of the “missed opportunities” analyses suggested that, not surprisingly, although more preventive services were due based on the same guidelines in both patient groups as time passed, a significantly higher number of services remained unaddressed in the control group compared with the intervention group. Because the size, demographics, and clinical characteristics of the two patient groups were comparable due to randomization and clinician practice matching, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that this difference might be explained, at least in part, by the use of the Wellness Portal that personalized care recommendations based on individual risk factors and prompted patients and clinicians to act on them. It was not possible to capture and evaluate patient-clinician communication about preventive services in this study. We plan to elucidate the portal-driven shared decision-making process in future research.

Although the study showed that patients in the intervention group had fewer office visits in the course of portal implementation, our study was not designed to infer a cause-effect relationship pertaining to the impact of portal implementation on the number of patient visits that may also be affected by other factors that we did not address (e.g., clinician’s style of practice). We measured the socioeconomic characteristics, baseline health status, and preventive services coverage of participants that could, theoretically, predict the number of office visits, but a more definitive and targeted study should examine the connection between the implementation of a patient portal and health care utilization.

The study indicated that there was a decrease in the composite patient satisfaction and patient-centeredness of care score in the control group over time. Because the possibility of a differing effect of time on the two study groups could not be substantiated, we hypothesize that other, unmeasured factors (e.g., historic factors, such as a significantly worsening economy) could have influenced general satisfaction with health care services in both groups. If this was the case, the intervention group seemed to show some improvement despite a general downward trend, further strengthening our finding.

Our study has several limitations. It was not feasible to blind study participants and PEAs who worked with practices to study group assignment; however, outcome evaluations were completed without an explicit knowledge of group affiliations. Because we relied primarily on a medical record
abstraction approach to measure the delivery of preventive services, it was unfeasible to separate completely the effect of improved documentation from an actual increase in delivery of care. It is therefore possible that the impact of the Wellness Portal on the rate of preventive services delivery may include, in part, improved documentation. We welcome this dual effect as a typical characteristic of improving the quality of care delivery via technology and system redesign. Our previous work and that of others demonstrated a similar pattern in interventions that aimed at increasing the delivery of immunizations and other preventive services. For practical reasons, few studies were able to completely separate change in documentation from actual delivery unless a systematically utilized, reliable, alternative data source was also available as a gold standard (eg, state immunization registry). This problem of measuring the quality of care is becoming even more significant as documentation in disparate and not always connected electronic data sources compounds the complexity of individual repositories (eg, complicated structure of electronic health record databases).

In addition to the study protocol that determined the depth of portal adoption in primary care practices, limitations in use could also stem from the participation of healthier individuals who might have used the Wellness Portal less frequently simply because they had no immediate health needs or concerns. This could be a significant challenge for any technology implementation aiming at the improvement of preventive care. Thus, strategic inclusion of value-added features has been instrumental in maintaining patient interest in the portal. The Wellness Portal study also underscored the importance of alternative study designs in implementation research. These may include a practice-level implementation phase before the study, during which technology can be integrated into the delivery of regular care as part of a systematic practice improvement effort, followed by an invitation of a subset of users to participate in a study. This approach diminishes the research artifact created by the study protocol, aligns necessary system-level changes with value-added resources for patients and practices, and harmonizes the two main goals of practice-based studies: improvement of the quality of care and the generation of new knowledge through research.

The portal implementation also demonstrated the importance of developing a more sophisticated understanding of patient–computer interactions and technology-related human behavior in primary care; the role of “smart design” in implementing secure, web-based resources with personal health content; patient attitudes toward preventive care; and the varying ability of practices to redesign their systems around a patient-centered technology, even when significant external support was available.
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